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What is ‘Book Binding’?

Bookbinding is a traditional and skilled craft

It is the process of stacking and fixing together 
sheets of paper within covers to form a book or 
codex. 

A codex is an ancient manuscript text in book 
form!



The oldest 
books in the 

world!
The first ever books in the world were 
Egyptian papyrus rolls. They were not 
books as we know them today.  They 
were scrolls,  made up of several 
columns of ancient written scripts.

The first of these manuscripts dates 
back to 2500 BC. That’s over 4,000 
years old!

These scrolls would have been stored 
in a tubular binding or wrapped up in 
a roll and secured with ribbon.
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Ancient ‘Paper’ from 
the Papyrus Plant…

The scrolls were made from Papyrus.  Did you know, the 
word ‘paper’ comes from ‘Papyrus’? 

Papyrus is what the ancient Egyptian's used for paper. It 
is made from beaten layers of the papyrus plant.  The 
Egyptians sliced the stem of the plant into thin strips and 
pasted them together.

Papyrus had many uses in ancient Egypt, including 
shoes, cloths, utensils and boats.



Tablets!

The Romans used  wax 
covered wooden writing 
tablets to take notes and 
send messages on.  

The wax could be written on 
with a stylus – a kind of pen –
and then smoothed over 
and re-used.

The tablets were sometimes 
joined together at one end 
with cords much like a 
modern day ring binder.



Roman Scrolls

Writers in Roman culture wrote on scrolls too. 
These were stored in boxes or shelving with small 
cubby holes – similar to the wine racks we use 
today!

They could measure anything from 4.5 to 16 
meters long!



The Beginnings of Book 
Binding…

Scrolls were not without problems though.

Two hands were needed to read a scroll.  It would have to 
be unwound  carefully  from the right hand and passed to 
the left to be rolled  up again.

The edges of the scroll would wear away with use and…

the papyrus was prone to rotting if the scrolls were 
removed from the hot dry countries of the Mediterranean.  

In the first century AD a new kind of book appeared.  The 
Romans called it a ‘Codex’ - from the Latin word ‘Caudex’  
which means ‘tree trunk ‘ because of its similarity to the 
wooden writing tablets that they used.



The Mystery of the Book

No one is quite sure exactly where the first ever 
book or ‘codex’ came from.

It is known that in the 1st century AD a Roman 
poet named ‘Martial’ encouraged readers to 
buy his new style books with small pages.  This is 
the first known written mention of the Codex –

“You who long for my little books to be with you 
everywhere and want to have companions for a 
long journey, buy these ones which parchment 
confines within small pages: give your scroll-
cases to the great authors – one hand can hold 
me.”

Martial also tells us that some of these little books 
had pages made from a new material called 
Parchment.



From Papyrus to Parchment…

Parchment is a thin material 
that is made from calfskin, 
sheepskin or even goatskin. It 
was  thought to be invented in 
the ancient Greek city 
Pergamum around 200 BC as a 
substitute to Papyrus. 

Its smoothness and strength 
made it an ideal writing 
material and it became the 
most popular book material 
until the middle ages.

Parchment is still used today for 
luxury book binding and 
important documents.  It is 
known as ‘Vellum’.   It is also 
used on instruments such as the 
banjo.



Some books were folded like an 
accordion….

Why not try folding up one piece of paper in an 
accordion style and rolling up one piece of paper 
like an Egyptian  scroll.

Which piece of paper do you find easiest to open 
and close?



Book Covers

By 300 AD the codex style book had 

mostly replaced scrolls and wax 

tablets.  By 600 AD it had completely 

replaced them in the western world.

Pages of parchment were held 

between hard covers and sewn onto 

strong cords that were attached to 

wooden boards and covered with 

leather.



Straps and Clasps

Sometimes the parchment pages of 
these early books would react to the 
air temperature by swelling up 
causing the books to become 
misshapen.

Because of this the wooden covers 
of medieval books were often 
secured with straps or clasps.



Giant Books!

This giant bible was produced in North Umbria by Monks in 716.  It is called the ‘Codex Amiatinus’. Can you 
remember what a codex is? (Skip back to slide two!)

This is the earliest surviving complete bible in Latin.  It is nearly half a meter high and more than a thousand 
animal skins were needed to make its parchment.  It has been described as weighing approximately the 
same as a Great Dane dog! It was taken to Italy and presented to the pope as a gift.  



Codex 
Amiatinus



Book Binding

These pictures show a modern day copy of 
the Codex Amiatinus being stitched together 
and then the finished book with its leather 
binding.



Book 
Decoration

The hard protective covers of 

books could now be decorated 

and the leather could be carved 

into or ‘tooled’.  

Luxury medieval books for the 

library would be decorated all 

over, often with jewels and small 

metal pieces. 



Islamic 
Influence

In the 15th century gold 
tooling was imported from 
the Islamic world. 

Gold leaf would be 
transferred onto the carved 
leather with a heated iron 
tool. 

This technique is still used 
today for luxury book 
bindings.



Task: Design Your Own 
Cover

What kind of design would you put on a 

medieval book cover?

Look at the designs on this slide. Spot the 

different shapes. Are they natural, or 

geometric, or both?

What do you notice about the use of 

repetition and symmetry within the designs?

Take a piece of plain paper and have a go at 

planning a simple design yourself.



The Paper Revolution

The invention of paper allowed papyrus and parchment to be 
replaced with a material that was easier and cheaper to 
produce.

Paper was invented in China  in the 1st century AD.  It was made 
using old rags, tree bark and fishing nets, and produced in 
paper mills.

In the 8th century paper making spread to the Islamic world. The 
story goes that two Chinese papermakers were captured by 
Arabs and together founded the first paper mill  outside China!

With the 11th Century, and the Arab conquest of Sicily and 
Spain, paper making finally spread to Europe.



Paper making in 
the West

Soon, paper was being 
made at mills all across 
Europe. 

Over the next 800 years, 
paper was used for many 
things, including printing 
important books, bibles, and 
legal documents. 

By the late 15th Century, 
large supplies of paper were 
being made in England



Paper from wood

As the demand for paper grew, the mills 
changed from using old rags and clothes to 
using trees. Wood was less expensive and more 
abundant than cloth.

Today, paper is made from trees mostly grown 
on working forests and from recovered paper.

Recycling has always been a part of 
papermaking. When you recycle your used 
paper, paper mills will reuse it to make new 
newspapers, notebook paper, paper grocery 
bags, corrugated boxes, envelopes, magazines, 
cartons, and other paper products.



Paste board binding

The arrival of paper making in the 15th century affected the way 
books were  bound. 

The heavy wooden covers and metal straps and clasps were no 
longer necessary to keep books closed.

Book covers were now made with ‘pasteboard’.  Boards made 
by pasting (gluing) sheets of paper together.

Image from The Morgan Library & Museum



Block Books

Until the 15th Century, books had been written by hand. However, now 
that paper was more widely available, and more books could potentially 
be made, something faster than handwriting was required.

This lead to the era of the ‘Book blocks’.  Text and pictures were carved 
into blocks of wood and these would be used to print onto paper.  The 
blocks could be stored and used again if needed. 

This was the beginning of the mass-production of books.



The Printing Press

Cutting letters and pictures into 
wood was quite a difficult task 
though and required a lot of 
effort. 

The printing press was invented in 
Germany in the 15th century by 
‘Johannes Gutenberg’.

Now large numbers of books 
could be printed and thousands 
of copies could be made.



Books and the 
Industrial Revolution

Up until the 1800s the bookbinding 
industry used quality methods and 
produced fine books. 

However, in the1800s as demand for 
books increased, machinery was 
invented to make the bindings as 
well as the printed paper.  This 
reduced the quality and sped up the 
processing time, making the books 
more available and affordable. 

From then onwards, fine binding 
became a specialty, produced by 
independent craftspeople. 



Book Binding Today

By the 20th century 
bookbinding had 
become fully mechanised
and gluing had replaced 
thread to attach paper 
together.

Paperback books were 
produced at a lower cost 
than traditional hardback 
books.  Penguin books 
published its first 10 
paperbacks in 1935.



The Art of 
Book Binding

However, not everyone 
was excited by this 
industrial revolution. 

Traditional bookbinders 
have attempted to 
maintain their techniques 
through educating new 
generations in the craft, 
holding competitions for 
people to see it as an art 
form.  

So now it’s your turn to 
bind your own book!...
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